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Information About Me 

Gender (Circle One):   Male      Female           Grade: _________ 

County: _________________________ 

Are you part of a Military Family? (Circle One):    Yes          No  

Race & Ethnicity (Circle any that apply):      

        White               African-American or Black               Asian   

 American Indian              Pacific Islander              Hispanic ethnicity 

Farm to Fork 

TURN OVER PLEASE → 

Answer the questions below by putting an “x” in the box. True False 

Broilers are Georgia’s # 1 agricultural product / top 

commodity. 

  

Agriculture is the largest industry in the United 

States. 

  

Onions are Georgia’s official state crop. 
  

Georgia produces almost half of the nation’s peanuts. 
  

Agriculture—What does it all mean?                           

DRAW A LINE from each word to the correct definition. 

Agriculture 
 

Trees grown to produce wood for building, 

carpentry, and paper products. 

Commodity 

 The science or practice of farming, includ-

ing cultivating the soil, producing crops, 

and   raising livestock. 

Timber 
 

Chickens raised for meat.  

Broiler 

 
A word used to describe agricultural       

products like cotton, peanuts, and poultry. 

 Do you know at least 5 Georgia’s top                                         

VEGETABLE COMMODITIES ?                                            

LIST as many as you can below.  

 

1.  _____________________________________ 

 

2.  _____________________________________ 

 

3.  _____________________________________ 

 

4.  _____________________________________  

 

5.  _____________________________________ 
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Farm to Fork 

THANK YOU! 

What ANIMALS are raised in Georgia related to               

agriculture and producing commodities?                       

LIST as many as you can below. 

The most important thing I learned 

from this program… 

 

Answer the questions below by putting an “x” in the box.  

Because of participation in the                 

Farm to Fork lessons….. 
Yes No 

I learned the name of the physiographic province 

where I live. 

  

I learned about the types of commodities grown 

in the physiographic province where I live. 

  

I can name some of the commodities that are 

grown in the physiographic province where I live.  

  

Put an “X” in the box that describes how you feel about the statement.  

Because of participation in the           

Farm to Fork lessons….. 

    

I learned more about agriculture.     

I have a better understanding about how food 

gets from a farm to my table. 
    

I learned about careers in the fields of agricul-

ture, forestry, or a related field. 
    

I have a better understanding about where my 

food comes from.  
    


